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CCEELLLLOO  MMAASSTTEERRCCLLAASSSS    

OOCCHHSSEENNHHAAUUSSEENN  2233--3300  JJuullyy  22002233  
 

professors:  

Matias de Oliveira Pinto  

Stefano Cerrato  

Umberto Pedraglio 
 

 

Associazione Culturale Polifonie organizes a Cello Masterclass held by Matias de 

Oliveira Pinto, Stefano Cerrato and Umberto Pedraglio in Ochsenhausen from 

23rd to 30th of July 2023, at the Landesakademie für die musizierende Jugend in 

Baden-Württemberg, one of the most important national musical academies for 

youth in Germany. The masterclass is addressed to young cellists from 11 to 30 

years of age, and will take place in the prestigious structure, an ancient 

benedictine monastery from the IX century, where a final concert is to be held. 

The total fees, including round trip travel from Como, Allianz insurance, 

attendance fee, food and 

accommodation, are 770€ (Pinto-

Cerrato) and 660€ (Pedraglio). The 

most deserving student will be 

granted a scholarship of 300€. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Deadline: 15 May 2023 Info: info@polifonie.it

 

mailto:info@polifonie.it
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GENERAL INFORMATION  

 
The Landesakademie fur die musizierende Jugend is in the Baden-Württemberg region 

(not far from Lake Constance) and it is one of the most prestigious national youth musical 

academies in Germany, with more than 30’000 students every year, coming from all over 

the country and Europe. The building is an ancient benedictine monastery from the IX 

century, renovated in baroque style with a marvelous abbey and a historical museum open 

to the public. 

 

     
 

           
 

The Academy offers single, double, triple and quadruple rooms (for the Masterclass 

double, triple and quadruple rooms will be used), a wonderful dining room, equipped 

rehearsals rooms with vertical or coda pianos, two main concert rooms, where the final 

concert of the best students will take place. 
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The students will have access to a huge musical library and many amenities (bar-cafeteria, 

beer house, billiards, ping-pong, table football etc…). 

There are as well football fields, tennis courts, an athletic track and stables where it is 

possible to receive horse riding classes (for a fee). 

     
 

Outside the Academy is an enchanting path that leads through a forest and takes to a 

natural outdoor pool where swimming is possible. 
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Moments of intensive practicing individually (traditional cello repertoire) and in group 

(technique lessons, transcriptions for cello ensemble made by the teachers) alternating 

with leisure moments (visit to the museum, abbey and astronomical observatory, 

swimming by the natural outdoor pool, visit of the town). 

 

         
 

                 
 

 

The students will be under the teachers’ responsibility, but other adult people will be there 

as well as the entire staff of the Academy.  
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COURSES DETAILS 

International Cello Masterclass 

Professor: Matias de Oliveira Pinto  

The International Cello Masterclass is mainly addressed to university students - of any 

nationality and origin (Hochschule, Italian Conservatories etc.) – who wish to deepen and 

perfect their cello studies. 

During the masterclass, 6 individual lessons are scheduled (4 with Pinto + 2 with Cerrato). 

Everyday group classes of technique (in the morning) and ensemble music, from small 

cello group to cello orchestra (in the evening). The professor will be supported by an 

accompanist pianist (Prof. Risa Adachi), who will also accompany the students in the final 

concert. 

To access the masterclass, it is necessary to pass an audition, through which the teacher 

will select a maximum of 8 participants, who will then be able to apply as effective 

students. The audition consists in sending an email to the address info@polifonie.it with a 

link to a demo video with a free program of maximal duration of 15’. 

All students will anyway be able to attend all the other professors’ classes as auditor 

students. 

Matias de Oliveira Pinto 

(languages: german/english/portuguese/italian) 

Matias de Oliveira Pinto was born in São Paulo, Brazil into 

a family of artists. Already in his early childhood he took 

piano lessons, later cello lessons and became already with 

18 years, and still a student of Prof. Zygmunt Kubala, a 

lecturer at the Music Academy in Curitiba (Brazil). In 

the same year he attended a master class with Aldo 

Parisot and he had a successful competition, winning a 

scholarship from the Herbert von Karajan Foundation. In 

Europe, he studied with Prof. Eberhard Finke (1.Solo Cello 

of the Berlin Philharmonic) and later, two years at the 

Franz Liszt Academy in Budapest with Prof. Csaba Onczay. 

He had master classes with Antonio Meneses, Gerhard 

Mantel, William Pleeth and Paul Tortelier. 

 Many concert tours have been leading Matias de Oliveira 

Pinto through South America, Europe, USA, Japan, 

Australia and New Zealand, where he is working both as a 

soloist and as a chamber musician and pedagogue. Matias de Oliveira Pinto has appeared in many 

international festivals. He has been performing regularly in the most important concert halls 

of Berlin. In addition to his concert career Matias de Oliveira Pinto is a sought-after cello 

pedagogue. Since 1991 he has taught, among others at the Berlin Academy of Music (UdK - since 

2005 as a visiting professor). In the summer semester 2005, he started teaching at the 
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Musikhochschule Münster. He has led several violoncello and chamber music courses in Germany, 

France, Brazil, USA and Japan. 

He has edited works of the contemporary cello repertoire for the publishing houses "Edition 

Margaux" and "Neue Musik". Many composers dedicated works to him. He has participated in 

various Radio and CD Productions. 

 

  

  

        

International Cello Masterclass 

Professor: Stefano Cerrato  

The International Cello Masterclass is mainly addressed to university students - of any 

nationality and origin (Hochschule, Italian Conservatories etc.) – who wish to deepen and 

perfect their cello studies.  

During the masterclass, 6 individual lessons are scheduled (4 with Cerrato + 2 with 

Cerrato). Everyday group classes of technique (in the morning) and ensemble music, from 

small cello group to cello orchestra (in the evening). The professor will be supported by an 

accompanist pianist (Prof. Mari Fujino), who will also accompany the students in the final 

concert. 

To access the masterclass, it is necessary to pass an audition, through which the teacher 

will select a maximum of 8 participants, who will then be able to apply as effective 

students. The audition consists in sending an email to the address info@polifonie.it with a 

link to a demo video with a free program of maximal duration of 15’. 

All students will anyway be able to attend all the other professors’ classes as auditor 

students. 
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Stefano Cerrato 

(languages: italian/english) 

Stefano Cerrato began studying the cello at the age of four years 

at the Suzuki school in Turin with Maestro Antonio Mosca, under 

whose guidance he graduated at fifteen with full marks and 

honors at the G. Verdi Conservatory in Turin. Thanks to the 

contributions of the CRT Foundation and the De Sono 

Association he specialized with masters David Geringas, Natalia 

Gutman, Enrico Dindo and Enrico Bronzi under whom he 

achieved in 2009 the Postgraduate at the Universität Art 

Mozarteum in Salzburg. In 1997 he was selected by Fininvest to 

participate in the tv award show – which he won - “Piccoli 

Mozart” hosted by Mike Bongiorno. 

Between 2005 and 2008 he was invited to perform the Concerto 

Grosso for three cellos and orchestra by K. Penderecki at the 

Konzerthaus in Berlin (Germany), at the Ravenna Festival (Italy) 

and at the Academy of Music of Gdansk (Poland), directed by the 

composer himself. 

A lover of chamber music, he was a member of the Caravaggio Trio, with whom he played the 

Triple Beethoven concert at the Konzertkirche in Neubrandenburg (Germany) and at the Parco 

della Musica in Rome. 

He has collaborated, as first cello, with the Filarmonica della Scala in Milan and with the orchestra 

of the Teatro La Fenice in Venice. Validly included in the ranking for replacement of the principal 

cello of the Arturo Toscanini Philharmonic in Parma, he has been collaborating there since 2009.  

Selected to participate in the 5th International Tchaikovsky Competition for Young Musicians 2004 

Kurashiki Japan, received the Special Diploma of Merit from the jury; in the autumn of the same 

year he won the absolute First Prize and the Public Prize at the Concurso Internacional de 

Violonchelo Lluis Claret - Ciudad de Moguer (Spain) and the First Prize at the Arturo Bonucci 

European Cello Competition (Italy). 

In 2007 he was awarded the Finnish Broadcasting Company special prize at the Paulo Cello 

Competition in Helsinki (Finland). In May 2008 he won the First Prize at the Enrico Mainardi 

Competition at the Mozarteum in Salzburg (Austria). As cello of the Caravaggio trio, he was 

awarded at the Vittorio Gui International Competition for chamber ensembles in Florence and 

won the First Prize at the Carlo Soliva International Chamber Music Competition in Casale 

Monferrato (Italy). 

He collaborated with: Ilya Grubert, Salvatore Accardo, Pavel Vernikov, Simone Briatore, David 

Geringas, Mario Brunello, Ernst Reijseger, Konstantin Bogino, Roberto Plano, Vadim Sakarov, Rita 

Marcotulli, Ton Koopman, Corrado Giuffredi, Alessandro Carbonare, Giuliano Sommerhalder, 

Gianluigi Trovesi, Javier Girotto, Dmitri Kitajenko, John Axelrod, Stéphane Denève, Elena Zaremba, 

Giorgio Conte, Angelo Branduardi, Carla Fracci, Roberto Bolle, Krzysztof Penderecki, Michael 

Daugherty, Lina Sastri, Ugo Pagliai, Roberto Accornero, Luca Ronconi, Beppe Menegatti, Quirino 

Principe.  

Since 2007 he has been teaching at the summer courses of the Estate Musicale of Portogruaro 

(VE). He has taught for three years at the Accademia Pianistica Internazionale "Incontri col 
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Maestro" in Imola (BO); he is currently a professor at the B. Marcello Conservatory in Venice and 

teaches at the Cultural Association Suzuki in Asti and at the Dedalo Music School in Novara. 

He is a founding member and concert cello (5-string) of the Armoniosa, a musical group that works 

in the research of Baroque performance practice using original instruments. In 2013 M° Reinhardt 

Goebel welcomed the group under his guidance, offering his availability for meetings at the 

Armoniosa headquarters in the city of Asti. Armoniosa later hosted M° Trevor Pinnock for a public 

masterclass. With Armoniosa he recorded for the MDG label in Detmold (Germany), the op. 4 “La 

Stravaganza” by Antonio Vivaldi and the Six Sonatas a tre by Giovanni Benedetto Platti; he also 

contributed with the first recording with original instruments of the Sonatas op. 3 of Carlo Graziani 

for Rubicon Classics (England) and with the Estro Armonico of A. Vivaldi for the RedDress. Stefano 

Cerrato plays a 20th century German cello owned by him and a cello from the school of 

Markneukirchen from the mid-18th century generously lent to him by Mr. Sandro Proietti. 
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XI Summer camp / Cello Masterclass  

Professor: Umberto Pedraglio 

 

This Cello Masterclass is mostly addressed to students of Musical Middle Schools, Musical 

High Schools and Italian Conservatories (pre-college, bachelor) and is intended as a 

summer camp. 

It consists in 3-4 individual lessons with the teacher, as well as daily technique group 

classes with Professors Cerrato and Pinto, and ensemble music rehearsals (with the 

possibility of forming study groups as duets, trios until cello orchestra), collaborating with 

the students and professors of the two other masterclasses. Campus students will be able 

to access all the lessons of the other masterclasses free of charge at any time as auditors. 

 

To enter the masterclass it is necessary to send an email to info@polifonie.it with a link to 

a demo video, duration and program are free, through which the teacher will select a 

maximum of 15 participants who will then apply as students. 

 

Umberto Pedraglio 

(languages: italian/english) 

Born in Como in 1978, he studied cello with Guido Boselli at Como 

Music Conservatory, later specializing in cello with Giovanni 

Gnocchi, Stefano Cerrato, Siegfried Palm, Enrico Bronzi and 

Giovanni Sollima. He graduated summa cum laude and a mention in 

Composition, under the tutelage of Carlo Ballarini and Ivan Fedele 

at Como’s Conservatory, pursuing his studies with Azio Corghi and 

Mauro Bonifacio at Accademia Musicale Chigiana in Siena, and with 

Alessandro Solbiati at Milan’s Conservatory. He took part in 

international masterclasses with George Benjamin, Wolfgang Rihm, 

Anders Hillborg, João Pedro Oliveira, Jean-Claude Risset, Stefano 

Gervasoni and Claudio Ambrosini. He specialized under Ivan 

Fedele’s baton at Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia in Rome, 

winning the “Hausmann & Co. – Patek Philippe” prize in 2013.  

He collaborated as a soloist and principal cellist among different 

Italian orchestras (Orchestra Sinfonica G. Verdi di Milano, Orchestra Sinfonica Carlo Coccia di 

Novara, Camerata Ducale di Vercelli, Orchestra Antonio Vivaldi, Orchestra Sinfonica di Lecco, 

Orchestra 1813 – AsLiCo) performing around Italy and Europe. 2012 was the year of his debut 

wearing both the cellist’s and the composer’s hat at the Auditorium Parco della Musica in Rome, 

followed by his participation, always wearing both hats, at festivals and seasons like: Festival 

Settimane Barocche in Brescia, Festival Violoncellistico Internazionale Alfredo Piatti in Bergamo, 

Festival Autunno Musicale in Como, Season of the Teatro Sociale in Como, Auditorium in 

Morbegno – Amici della Musica di Sondalo – where he performed and recorded “Katharsis”, his 

first work for cello and orchestra. Many of his performances have been broadcast by radio and TV 

stations (RAI1, RAI3, CNBC-SKI, RTSI, RaiRadio3, Radio Classica, and Euroclassical). Pedraglio mostly 

performs as soloist and in chamber groups, ranging from the duo to ensemble instrumentation, 

featuring a repertoire based on classical contemporary music.  
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Some of his compositions have been performed by famous artists (Marco Rizzi, Salvatore Accardo, 

Massimo Quarta, Enrico Bronzi, Matias de Oliveira Pinto, Giovanni Sollima, Sandro Laffranchini, 

Fulvio Liviabella, Paolo Beschi, Stefano Cerrato, Leo Morello, Fernando Caida Greco, Maria Grazia 

Bellocchio, Risa Adachi, Floris Onstwedder, Alda Caiello, Alessia Nadin, Lorenzo Passerini, Lorenzo 

Donati, Alessandro Cadario), by various instrumental ensembles and orchestras (Milan’s Orchestra 

Sinfonica G. Verdi, London Sinfonietta, Lecce’s Orchestra Sinfonica T. Schipa, Orchestra Milano 

Classica, Orchestra Antonio Vivaldi, Dèdalo Ensemble, UT Ensemble Vocale-Consonante, Quartetto 

Indaco, On TheBridge Cello Ensemble, New Made Ensemble, Alt(r)e Frequenze, Ensemble 

Novecento, Duo Tubi & Corde) and broadcast by radios, among which RaiRadio3. With his 

composition “Fasi” for cello solo and ensemble he was finalist at “…a Camillo Togni” VI 

International Composition Competition in Brescia. Among the latest productions are: a special 

program for two cellos (Dialogues in time – baroque and contemporary cello) in a duo with the 

baroque cellist Paolo Beschi; a commission by the Venice Biennale for the 60th Festival 

Internazionale di Musica Contemporanea (Contemporary Music Festival); the commission for solo 

cello and cello and orchestra dedicated to Enrico Bronzi, Giovanni Sollima and Sandro Laffranchini 

(principal cello at Teatro alla Scala); the commission of symphonic scores for Orchestra Antonio 

Vivaldi, in collaboration with soloists Marco Rizzi, Floris Onstwedder, Alessia Nadin and Leo 

Morello, plus a number of recordings for Brilliant, Tactus, EMA Vinci and Sconfinarte. All of his 

works are published by Edizioni Musicali Sconfinarte. 

Founder of Appassionato Ensemble, with which he pursues the promotion of research music also 

by the means of a dedicated International Composition Competition, and creator of the Como 

Contemporary Festival – International Contemporary Music and Other Arts Festival – since 2016 

he’s the artistic director of Associazione Culturale Polifonie, through which he promotes the 

diffusion of contemporary music, also among young people and emerging artists. After having 

obtained a master’s degree in Didactics for Musical Instruments and having passed the 

professorship competition based on exams and qualifications, he was titular teacher of Cello at 

Music High School “T. Ciceri” in Como for many years; at the moment he teaches Composition at 

Conservatorio di Musica “A. Boito” in Parma. Umberto plays a period cello dating back to the late 

1700s by Pierre Auguste Mauchand. 
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REGULATION 

 

Art 1. The Cello Masterclass is addressed to cellists from 11 to 30 years of age, of any 

nationality, and will take place from 23.07.2023 to 30.07.2023 in Ochsenhausen 

(Germany). 

Art.2 The total cost of the Masterclass is 660.00€ (Pedraglio), 770.00€ (Cerrato) and 

770.00€ (de Oliveira Pinto) all-inclusive, i.e. including: return trip by bus from Como, 

Allianz Assistance insurance, enrollment in the masterclass, attendance of lessons, board 

and lodging within the structure. 

Art.3 All students will be able to freely access the lessons of other teachers as auditor 

students.  

Art. 4 To register for the selections, simply send the registration form to the email address 

info@polifonie.it by 15/05/2023, attaching a link to a max 15' demonstration video.  

Art.5 Once the outcome of the selections has been received (the secretariat email each 

participant) it will be possible to proceed with the actual registration and therefore 

proceed with the payment of the envisaged fee, by sending the payment receipt to the 

email address info@polifonie.it within and no later than 31/05/2023, under penalty of 

exclusion from the Masterclass. 

Art. 6 At the end of the masterclass, the best student will be awarded a scholarship worth 

€300.00. 

Art. 7 Registration for the Masterclass implies unconditional acceptance of these 

regulations, to which the Associazione Culturale Polifonie reserves the right to make any 

changes due to force majeure. 

 

 
 

Celloklasse 2012 

with the President of the Parliament of Baden-Württemberg Guido Wolf, visiting the Academy. 

 


